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JORDNÄRA
A home close to nature



September morning, everything is quiet. A light mist lingers over the 
garden and dissolves its contours, much like an aquarelle painting where 
layers of colours and shapes create a dreamlike view. Let’s spend the day 
where we are at ease, resting in the comfort of our home.

In a time where we spend more time at home, our sanctuaries are more 
important than ever. We need rooms that breathe where we can regain 
peace and balance.

Our collection “Jordnära”, "a home close to nature”, embraces the concept of 
“slow-living” and patterns with soft aesthetics and a pleasant presence. 
Feel close to nature and the beauty within the simple and uncovered. 
Harmony between art, nature, and the wild, elegantly and dreamily 
tamed.

Our love for the craftsmanship behind the art is evident and shown 
through delicate brush strokes, where transparency meets soft textures and 
modern graphic lines.



Images are available to download and share from our Google Drive on 
the official launch date of each drop.

Styling and photos: 
Elin Wallin @studioelwa

#sandbergjordnara 
#sandbergwallpaper 
#sandbergonthewall

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1gVn9LXKMXMw5vKszgNHNwjDT30JY14tv


44 Articles
15 Patterns



CLOSE TO NATURE
 HOME SANCTUARY

SOFT WATERCOLOURS 
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STROKES

EARTHY,
  CONTEMPORARY 

COLOUR SCALE



COLLECTION OVERVIEW





JON
The feeling of being in a misty bamboo forest. A dreamy watercolor 

with a harmonious depth will create a sense of calmness in any room.



IRENE
A delicate Jasmine climbs up against a raw brick wall and creates a 

modern organic expression.



KRISTOFFER
Like looking over a forest grove where the trees sway quietly in the 

wind, creating soft shadows in the treetops.



LO
Create an atmospheric impression with soothing watercolors, 

beautiful poppies, and delicate twigs. Lo gives the walls a vibrant and 
modern character.



MORÄNGEN
Hand-painted poppy flowers amid large seed capsules and sheer twigs 

create a feeling that you are much smaller amongst a large meadow.  



ANNA
Harmonious coastal watercolors where layer upon layer of rocky reed 

beds give small birds peace to blend into their surroundings.



SARA
Along Amstel's beautiful riverwalk in Amsterdam, beautiful willow 

trees bend and wind towards the waters. A pattern with a soft 
appearance.



EVELINA
Magnificent in detail, with its tone-on-tone colors, this pattern creates 

a pleasant and exciting background on any wall.



MONICA
The pattern is a collaboration with artist Monica Andoff, who with 
experimental plant dyeing on paper created the basis for this dreamy 

expression.



ROST
Modern, rustic surface with patina. A perfect foundation for those 

who want a tactile and abraded character.



FADED PASSION
Romantic vintage look where the rubbed textile surface meets the 

splendor of the passionflower.



SKOG
A quaintly processed photograph on a foggy autumn day under a 

beautiful beech forest with leafy arches will give any room an 
atmospheric expression.



STELLA
Decorative small patterned wallpaper with exquisite small 

hand-drawn forget-me-nots among foliage that can be seen on closer 
inspection.



JULIA
A sweet gradient with thin elegant flower stalks creates a modern 

romantic expression.



MAGNUS
This block-striped classic matches strongly in a modern expression as 

well as in a more traditional setting.


